GOOD NEWS AT BRYANT ELEMENTARY
April 24-28, 2017

Super cool!! This was a really neat thing. Thanks for all your work! (Peterson)

We are listening to our heart beat! Thanks to the nurse that came to talk to us. (Nevadomski)

We were lucky to have a nurse come to talk to us about her nursing career! (Kindergarten)

Thank you Mrs. Archer for talking to kindergarten and first grade about your career as a nurse!

More careers being discussed with our K-1 students.

Well, there wasn't a ton of Spanish happening last week in Global Arts, unless you were
counting down for our Harpster visit! I spent two AMAZING days with our illustrator guest
Steve Harpster! He truly is an inspiration to our students! We travelled between the three
elementary schools visiting with all k-5 students. Steve talked about the importance of putting
PRACTICE into everything we do: drawing, math, sports, etc. He shared his illustrations from his
elementary/middle school years and explained how he learned to draw and improve his
characters. Then we spent the remaining time drawing animals, aliens and dragons using our
letters and numbers. The kids were so engaged!
We also held a First Grade Drawing Night where our kiddos and their parents spent an hour
drawing with Steve and signing autographs. (Raffaelli)

The Kindergarten Staff set up a mini Career Day for the Kindergarteners and the First Graders! On Monday we
learned about Nursing. We learned about the tools they use, including their reading, math, and teamwork skills. We
also learned about keeping ourselves healthy. On Wednesday, the Owosso Firefighters came in to teach us about the
tools they use as Firefighters. These necessary skills include reading, math, and being a good listener. These are
used often when they are learning to use new firefighting equipment as it’s developed. They also talked about the
importance of staying healthy so that they are fit enough to fight fires. The firefighters then showed us some of their
equipment, and pointed out that one of their tools was designed by a New York Firefighter, and it is used around the
world to rescue people trapped in burning buildings!
The First Grade Teachers

Thank you Representative Fredrick for reading to our students! (Kindergarten Crew)

Fourth grade learned about the transfer of energy by dropping two balls of
different sizes at the same time and observing the reaction. (MacKay)

